Communicate For Better Car Repairs

(NAPA)—Good preparation and communication at the repair shop can help make auto service go smoothly. Here’s advice from the pros at the nonprofit National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE).
• Follow the recommended service schedules.
• Keep a log of all repairs and service.
• Pay careful attention to your vehicle’s symptoms and component wear.

High-Tech Acoustic Auto Glass Offers A Quieter Ride

(NAPA)—Considering the average driver spends more than five hours per week behind the wheel, the driving experience should be as pleasant as possible. Few things, however, can ruin a drive faster than excessive traffic and road noise.
Customer surveys indicate that drivers equate a quiet ride with vehicle quality. So automakers work hard to design vehicles from the ground up to keep noise out. These are the highest-tech sound-deadening materials and engineer everything from suspension bushings to body shells with a single goal: to minimize noise and improve customer satisfaction.
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